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In letters and sounds we have been learning to use 

our listening skills. 

The children have identified environmental 

sounds and described the sounds such as scrunch, 

jingle jangle, bang. 

The Nursery Garden 

Are there any keen gardeners out 

there who have a bit of spare time 

to come in and help to tidy our 

small garden and prepare it for 

Winter? Please ask a member of 

staff for details. 

We are also in need of large and 

small wooden vehicles and large 

plastic sea creatures if anyone has 

any they no longer need. 

What a wonderful Batman Day we had in nursery (a few of our photos 

are in the cloakroom).The children thoroughly enjoyed the Batman 

wake up shake up, I’m sure you can imagine that lots of POWS and 

‘nananananana Batman’ were used! Making badges and masks 

enabled the children to practise their cutting skills and in the outdoor 

area a Bat mobile and Batman cave were built.  

Next week: The children will learn how to use glue! They will make 

colour collages. As it is world smile day on Friday the children will 

make smile biscuits, smile badges, smiley faces and we will talk about 

things that make us smile. The children are continuing to learn their 

friend’s names and to help them with this they will take part in an 

activity called ‘children children who do you see?’ 

 

We would like the children to start borrowing books from our book 

room and share them at home with you. The children who read 10 

or more books in a half term will win a small prize. Please read the 

information board in the nursery cloakroom, as this has our library 

lending routine on it.  

Safety in the nursery is paramount, therefore, can we please ask that 

you do not prop open the internal door. If you open it for someone 

please make sure you shut it if a member of staff is not at the door.  

Thank you for your 50p contributions (we are going to do some 

baking next week) and all the support you have given us already. 

Have a lovely weekend, Mrs Windsor and Mrs Hough 

 

 

 

Reminder: Your child’s ‘Learning Journey’ book 

can be found in the book room. Please remember 

that you can add your own observations and photos. 

Glue, scissors and pens can be found on the 

window ledge in the book room and pink home 

observation sheets can be found in the cloakroom 

area. Please place your home observations and 

photographs in the back of your child’s Learning 

Journey. The Learning Journeys are a celebration 

of your child’s learning in Nursery. Please take 

time to look at the Learning Journey with them and 

celebrate their achievements.  

 

The children count daily and sing number rhymes 

and songs to help them with their number. They 

have particularly enjoyed the number rock song. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v4sWyckBa

OM 
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